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Abstract-A number of students in class and class size as well can affect the way of
teachers in teaching English. In this article, author tries to discuss about teaching
English in large class with all its complexities which may be encountered by th-
teachers in English class. There are some advantages or disadvantages of teaching
English in large class. Some tips or strategies and learning activities concerning on
teaching English in large class are also mentioned in this article
Key Words: Teaching English, Large Class
INTRODUCTION
Debate on class size effect on students' achievement and behavior still happens
recently- Telchers, parents and students who support the importance of the class size $y that
small class is better than large/big class. For those who against this say that as a professional
teacheq she/he doesn't mind if the class is small or large. What the teachers should do is giving
the best quality of teaching to students and be creative in creating good environment for tfri
students to study and get involved actively in his/her class.
Most teachers tend to be happy if they teach English in small class. There are some
reasons why they are happy, first, compared to large class, teaching in small class is easier to
handle. Second, because the class is small, the teachers can give their fulI attention to all
students and their best work performance as well. The last one, tiaching in small class can save
their time and energy. With those three logical reasons above, it makes sense that teaching in
small class can be something fun for some teachers.
What is a large class? What do experts say about large class? Is it easy to handle?
However, lack of sources such as fund, tedcher, space, or even rapid growth popuiation lead to
many large classes should be made. Those large classes can consist of 20-50 oi rrro." $ldents
and the classes happen mainly in developing countries like Indonesia (USAID, 2007). As
teaching in small class, one of the roles of teachers is encourage student to get involved
actively in class, not give lectures only.
Dealing with class sizq some researches relates to class size and sfudent achievement in
learning have been dgne by experts (Blatchford p., Moriarty, v., Edmonds, S., & Mmtin, C.,
2002),. Some research findings reveals that there is no connection between class size and
students' learning achievement. As stated in Center for Public Education (2015), peace and
Gillian Q0l4), there was no relationship between class size and learning achievement.
However, another opinion comes from Schanzenbach (2014) who stated that increasing
the total of students in class could harm their future education because the teachers could noI
give their best perfornance in teaching and learning process. Moreover, he mentioned that
small class gave significant effect on students' leaming achievement and thEir class
partieipation. Small class provides great opportunities for students and teacher to interact
actively, and the teachers can devote their time to all students in small class.
What we can get from those opionions above is the class size is not somethin$
important to consider. The most valuable thing is the quality of teaching itself. It can'i
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guarantee that the smaller the class, the more students learn. Evidences show that students more
emphasize on quality of teaching than the class size.
The researches above rnainly focus on class size and students' learning achievements at
primary and secondary school level. Xt is rarely to find out those reseaches on high level
education, for instance, university. Therefore, sustainable investigation conceming on the
reseach above can,be considered by other researchers.
Therefore, in this article author initiates with the introduction, then followed by
definition of large class, advantages and disadvantages of teaching English in large clasi,
tips/strategies and activites for teaching English in large class, and conclusion.
WHA'T IS LARGE CLASS?
The standard or indicator of measurement used in determining a class as large or small
one is still mgueable. However, there is an approach which can be used to determine whether
the class is categorized into large or small class that is Student-Teacher Ratio (STR). According
to STR approach, class with 13 students and I teacher or formulated as 13: I can be categorized
into small class, while 20: I is categorized tnto big class. However, this approach ian be
different from one class to another in different places/schools. Another class considers that 20:
1 is small class, but if a class has students more than 40 and I teacher, it can be grouped as
large class. Thus, the STR can be various among schools around tfrl gloUe. Take for an
example, in California's CSR program, called small class if the ratio betrreen studellts and
teacher is 20: I while according to Tennessee's Project Star Program, class can be classified as
small class if its range lies between 13: I 
- 
17: l, meanwhile lfiisconsin's Sage mentions that
rasio 15: I can be categorized into small class (Center for Public Education, 2015).In China
and Thailand, large class consist of 50-100 students per class (Wang andZang,ZOit; Hayes,
l99l)- From the staternents above, it can be concluded that class can be categorized inti a large
one if it has 20 students or more-
Appearing those large classes can be affected by several factor.s such as rapid growth
population irr certain countries where many young children mrrst emoll to school. This 6owthpopulation stimulates many large classes to handle. Besides, policy program of governrient to
decrease the school fee also contributes to the issues of the large clasJ (Binbow, J. et. al, 2007).
TEACHING ENGLISII IN LARGE CLASS
Teaching in large can be challenges and opportunities for teachers. But, the largr class
also offer some benefits for teacher, such as it can give opportunities to improve their tfiching
quality, class management skill, interpersonal skill, preJentation skill, and evaluation skill.
Moreover, teaching in large class can also give benefits for students. They can share many
ideas and life experiences so that they can discuss and learn from each other. Besides, in doini
class project, sfudelrts also share respcnsibilty, help each other, mufual undertandirg, *i
others (UNESCO,2006).
There are some advantages of teaching English in large class, namely:1) High energy means although the class is crowded and noisy, but thiy are also fun and
exciting.
2) Timing means sometimes teachers forget or don't realize with their time because they are
busy with their activities to handle the class
3) Participation means there will be a student who will answer the questions from
eventhough he/she just guess the answer. What the teacher should do is
teacher
getting
students'responses as good as possible.
4) Fillers means teachers do not need many fillers in
activities take time to finish soon.
the class because students' learning!
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